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ANDREA ELECTRONICS PROVIDES DIGITAL NOISE CANCELING MICROPHONE  
TO NORCON COMMUNICATIONS INC.  
 
BOHEMIA, N.Y. (November 23, 2015) – Andrea Electronics Corporation (OTC: ANDR - News), a leading 
developer of hardware and software microphone technologies, today announced that it is delivering its 
DA-250, a digital noise canceling and digital signal processing circuit board, to Norcon Communications 
for integration into their Talk-Thru communicator Unit (TTU).  
 
The TTU provides hands-free communication between people separated by security or isolation barriers 
and is the most widely used barrier intercom system of its type in the world.  
 
The new TTU-NC version of TTU incorporates Andrea Electronics’ DA250 digital noise canceling module, 
reduces ambient noise detected within the customers’ speech, increasing operator intelligibility for 
scenarios such as subway and theater ticket window transactions conducted in real world noisy 
environments. 
 
Satisfied customers using the new TTU-NC include: The 911 Museum, Augusta Entertainment 
Complex, the Beacon Theater, Barclays Center, Bay Area Rapid Transit, Brigham Young University, 
Central Arkansas Transit, Cleveland Metroparks, County Of Henrico, Milwaukee Miller Park, Red Bulls 
Arena, San Bruno Police Department, Tuscaloosa Amphitheater and the University of California  
among others.  
 
The DA-250 digital noise cancelling DSP module is among the latest innovations from Andrea 
Electronics. Its modular design is targeted towards Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) looking for 
a better microphone solution with ease of upgrade installation and increased audio system performance 
providing enhanced intelligibility for their customers. Some market applications for the DA-250 digital 
noise canceling processor include: virtual teller machines (VTM’s), customer service kiosks, hands-free 
communications for automotive, trucking and police cruisers, intercom systems and fast-food restaurant 
drive thru order posts.   
 
An American Innovator  
Andrea Electronics is an American-owned business since 1934. In the early 40’s, Andrea was one of the 
very first elite U.S. television manufacturers. In the 60’s the company produced the audio intercom system 
for the first manned space capsule Project Mercury. During that time the company was also a prime 
supplier of avionic intercom systems for military transport planes, fighter jets and helicopters. 
Andrea’s experience in communications used in extreme noisy environments lead to the development of 
advanced digital noise cancellation technologies and the company introduced the first commercial digital 
array microphone. More recently, our digital software technologies have also been embedded into 
hundreds of millions of computers and other devices worldwide.  
 
About Andrea Electronics  
Andrea Electronics Corporation designs, develops and manufactures audio technologies and equipment 
for enhancing applications requiring high performance quality voice input. The company's patented Digital 
Super Directional Array (DSDA™), patented PureAudio™ and patented EchoStop™ far-field microphone 
technologies enhance a wide range of audio products to eliminate background noise and ensure the 
optimum performance of voice applications.  
 
Visit Andrea Electronics' website at www.AndreaElectronics.com or call 1-800-442-7787. 


